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Summary

Subject Visit to the border region of France and Italy (Corsica and Sardinia 
Islands).

Objectives

Main objective:
- Visit projects of cross- border cooperation between France and 
Spain, implemented by their respective border regions with the 
financial support from EU Structural and Cohesion funds. ;

- Meet local and regional authorities, responsible for the 
implementation of cross-border cooperation projects, share 
experiences and receive recommendations for the future programming 
period;

- The thematic focus of this delegation is the place of islands in the EU 
cohesion policy and the Mediterranean dimension of EU territorial 
cooperation policy. The delegation also aims to illustrate the specific 
problems that the islands' authorities encounter in the implementation 
of the EU's regional policy and the opportunities offered by the EU co-
funded programmes to connect two islands that are peripheral to their 
Member States. 

- This delegation will study some practical consequences of EU 
legislation in regional policy, with a special focus on territorial 
cooperation in the same sea basin.

- The cross border cooperation between the two islands, Corsica and 
Sardinia, but also with the surrounding Member States can illustrate 
the impact of multilateral cross-border programmes and the 
opportunity of setting up a macro-regional strategy for this area. 

Date 15 - 17 July 2013

Places France: Corsica region - Figari airport and Bonifacio; Italy: Sardinia 
region - Santa Teresa di Galura, Capo Comino and Olbia.

Participants The delegation consists of 9 Members and substitute Members of the 
Committee on Regional Development (Delegations Members and 
Accompanying Members) (see annexe).

The list of participants is attached in the annexe.
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Background information about the cross-border cooperation between 
the Italian and French local and regional collectivities

France and Italy have a 488 km long common border. This border goes through the 
Alps and the Mediterranean coast. In addition, Corsica and Sardinia are only 12 km 
apart. Very intensive cross-border traffic can be observed in this area.

Economic and cultural exchange of the population on both sides of the border as well 
as specific needs of the inhabitants of the two islands make the necessity of 
institutionalised cross-border cooperation. Currently, France and Italy participate 
together in four Operational Programmes under the Territorial Cooperation Objective 
of the Cohesion Policy:

- Operational Programme "Italy - Maritime France" under the cross-border
cooperation;

- Operational Programme "Mediterranean" under transnational cooperation 
programme;

- Operational Programme "Italy – France (Alps – ALCOTRA)" under cross-
border cooperation;

- Operational Programme "Alpine Space" under transnational cooperation;

Sardinia and Corsica participate in two of these programmes: "Italy - Maritime 
France" and "Mediterranean". The former is of particular importance for their 
cooperation, as it is a cross-border cooperation program established particularly for 
the increase of Corsica relations with its Italian neighbours.

In addition new EGTC grouping created between Sardinia and Corsica is in the final 
stage of organisation. It is the"Parc Marin International des Bouches de Bonifacio 
PMIBB". It will be implementing operations under the OP "Italy-Maritime France". 

Operational Programme "Italy - Maritime France"

Operational Programme "Italy-Maritime France" is a cross-border cooperation
programme within European Territorial Cooperation Objective, in Italy and France. It 
has a total budget of around EUR 162 million. Community funding through the ERDF 
amounts to some EUR 122 million. 
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Operational Programme "Mediterranean"

Operational Programme "Mediterranean" is a transnational cooperation programme
within European Territorial Cooperation Objective, between Cyprus, France, Greece, 
Italy, Malta, Portugal, Slovenia, Spain and the United Kingdom. Croatia, Albania, 
Bosnia and Herzegovina, and Montenegro can also participate in this OP. It has a total 
budget of around EUR 256 million. Community funding through the ERDF amounts 
to some EUR 193 million. Additional budget of EUR 6.4 million is assigned for the 
participation of Western Balkan countries and EUR 5.4 million for countries 
benefitting from Instrument for Pre-accession Assistance
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Monday, 15 July 2013

13:30 Official start of the delegation 
Meeting with Local Authorities of South Corsica: working lunch
M. Marc SERRA, Chief Executive of the Chamber of Commerce of South 

Corsica 
Ms Nathalie CARLOTTI, President of the Chamber of Commerce of South 

Corsica
M. MONDOLONI , President of the Regional Chamber of Commerce
Venue in Figari(France) : Offices of the Chamber of Commerce at the Airport

14:30 Press point (Venue : Offices of the Chamber of Commerce at the Airport)

15.30 Visit by boat of the International Marine Park of Mouths of Bonifacio 
(EGTC: "Parc marin international des bouches de Bonifacio") 

Mrs Madeleine CANCEMI : Associate Deputy Director - Preservation and 
Sustainable Development of Coastal Areas and Marine Protected Areas -  Environment 
Agency of Corsica

18:30 Working Meeting with Local Authorities in cross border cooperation projects 
in Environment

M. Pierre GHIONGA, President of the Environment Agency of Corsica 
Speaker : Mr Gianluigi CANCEMI : Head of mission – GECT-PMIBB  
Venue:  Espace Saint Jacques de Bonifacio, Quartier Pisan, Rampe Saint 

Jacques, Old town of Bonifacio 
20: 30 Dinner with the local Authorities (Venue : Bastion de l’Etendard, Old Town of 

Bonifacio)

After a brief meeting/workin lunch with the representatives of the different regional 
and local Chambers of Commerce at the Airport of Figari the delegation headed 
towards Bonifacio's port where a visit by boat of the International Marine park of 
mouths of Bonifacio was organised. (BSIMP).

The setting up of the BSIMP

For the first time, the management of a protected zone has an international dimension 
from its inception. Maddy Cancemi, who is a member of the project’s Franco-Italian 
steering committee, explained that “The European Grouping for Territorial 
Cooperation is a tool that enables us to set up an institution to coordinate joint teams 
in the field of scientific monitoring and management of diving, pleasure crafting and 
tourism activities in general.”

The EGTC for a joint management of the park. Created in 2011, the European 
Grouping for Territorial Cooperation enables the setting up of an ad-hoc entity with a 
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team that will be headed by a director and a rotating presidency that will alternate 
between the Italian and the French every 3 to 4 years. The communication policies of 
the Natural Reserve of the Mouths of Bonifacio will thus be largely interwoven with 
those of the international marine park and will be undertaken in coordination with 
those of the La Maddalena Archipelago National Park. A Bonifacio Strait 
International Marine Park welcome centre will be set up soon at the Bonifacio Citadel 
to welcome the general public in a specifically identified location. Overlooking the 
strait, the entity will be equipped with modern communication tools (photos, films, 
exhibitions, interactive media…) to highlight the value of this impressive protected 
marine area and to explain what actions are being taken by the joint teams in Sardinia 
and Corsica.

Common scientific studies, monitoring and publications undertaken by the two teams 
will be continued in areas of priority, namely ornithological monitoring, the 
assessment of the ‘reserve’ effect, joint studies on fishing activity and the study of 
global tourism traffic in the Mouths of Bonifacio. New measures are already being 
considered for the harmonious common management of the marine park. “We have 
suggested the introduction by the Assembly of Corsica of a mooring tax to follow up 
on the Italian initiative to levy an entry tax at the park,” explained Maddy Cancemi.

After the visit MEPs have met local authorities to discuss the specificities and 
challenges of the territorial cooperation projects in the field of environmental 
protection and biodiversity in mmore general terms. The discussions were continued 
during a cocktail given by the Mayor of Bonifacio.

The Natural Reserve of the Mouths of Bonifacio
Launched in 1993 and inaugurated in December 2012, the International Marine Park 
of Bonifacio aims to protect the maritime border area between Corsica and Sardinia in 
a joint partnership approach. A world first combining two MPAs in France and Italia.

The NRMB is the largest marine natural reserve in mainland France. With an 80,000 
ha monitored surface area, it aims at preserving and enhancing the value of the coastal 
and marine heritage of the Bonifacio Strait. Its natural habitats (seagrass and 
coralligene meadows) and vegetal or animal species (groupers, brown meagres, razor 
fish, Audoin’s gull, Cory’s shearwater) are of high ecological worth. The reserve also 
has a uniquely beautiful and diverse landscape. It comprises 12,000 ha of reinforced 
protection zones where underwater fishing is forbidden. Scuba divers need to seek 
prior authorisation, landing is limited on certain islands and only professional fishing 
is allowed. Within the reinforced protection zones, 1,200 ha are no-take areas where 
fishing and scuba diving in whatever form are prohibited.
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Tuesday, 16 July 2013
Tuesday 16 July 2013: Corsica (France) and Sardinia (Italy)

08:30 Working meeting with Local Authorities from Corsica and Sardinia in cross border 
cooperation projects in Transport. 
Mr Paul-Marie BARTOLI, Président of the Transport Agency of Corsica

Speaker : Mr Jose BASSU : Head of division European affairs, Transport Agency of 
Corsica

Venue :  Espace Saint Jacques de Bonifacio, Quartier Pisan, Rampe Saint Jacques, 
20169, Bonifacio

10:00 Press point
Venue : City Council of Bonifacio, Rampe Saint- Jacques, 20169 Bonifacio

12: 00 Transfer in Ferry to Santa Teresa di Gallura (Sardinia, Italy) : Lunch during transfer

13:00 Welcome Break By the Mayor of Santa Teresa di Gallura Stefano Ilario Pisciottu

Venue :  Harbour of Santa Teresa di gallura 

15:30 Project visit : Capo Comino

17:30 Working Meeting with Local Authorities regarding next Programme Funds 2014 -
2020; ResMar, TPE, For Access projects; in cross border cooperation projects in 
Nautism ("Innautic project"), and state of play of programming partnership 2014 -
2020
Venue: Olbia EXPO building (financed by Interreg 2), Via Porto Romano 1 07026 -
OLBIA (OT)
Welcome greetings by the Mayor of Olbia Gianni Giovannelli

19:00 Debate with Local authorities;

20:00 Welcome dinner with Local Authorities offered by MEP Giommaria Uggias at the 
restaurant "Officina del Gusto" (Piazza Matteotti 1, 07026, Olbia);

In the morning, the members of the delegation attended a meeting with local 
authorities from the two islands on the cross border cooperation projects in the field of 
transport. The transport projects are having as a general aim to secure the territorial 
continuity between the two islands and to create linkages with the mainland, while at 
the same time ensuring a high level of environmental protection. 
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The speakers have underlined the key importance of high quality maritime transport, 
especially for insular regions. The overall aim is to create a "great transport arch" 
linking mainland regions from Spain, France and Italy with the two islands. It is a 
European logic which goes beyond the actual national logic of "territorial continuity".  
The interventions were all pointing to the idea that Brussels has to focus on the wider 
picture and broaden the transport cooperation in the Mediterranean. 

The subsequent discussion with MEPs concluded that rapid, efficient and 
environmentally friendly transport links needed to be established with the help of the 
structural and investment funds of the EU, and especially through joint projects, 
implemented by EGTCs, and co-financed under the territorial cooperation goal. 

The meeting was followed by a press point with local media.

After a transfer by ferryboat to Sardinia, the delegates were welcomed by the Mayor 
of Santa Teresa di Gallura Stefano Ilario Pisciottu. 

The next stop on the programme was a visit of the project - Capo Camino, which is an 
EU funded project for the renovation of the old lighthouse. 

In the afternoon the Delegates returned to Olbia where a working meeting with local 
authorities took place.  During the meeting a number of EU co-funded projects were 
presented (ResMar; TPE; For Access; Innautic; Retraparc )and a general presentation 
of the state of play of the preparation for the programming period 2014 - 2020 was 
given to the MEPs.  
As a conclusion of the debate which took place during the meeting, the Chair of the 
delegation Ms Krehl, said that the final outcome of the negotiations was very positive 
as every type of region was taken into account and none was ignored. She also 
underlined that in order for the regions to participate better, with high quality projects, 
the technical assistance provided to them will be reinforced. 

The speakers during the meeting with local and regional authorities regarding next 
Programme Funds 2014 - 2020; were:
Dr. Maria Tozzi, Mr. Francesco Ventroni, Gianluca Cadeddu, Mayor of Olbia Gianni 
Giovannelli, Fabian Giovani, Dr. Salvatore Masia, Bastianu Compostu, MEP 
Constanze Angela Krehl, MEP Giommaria Uggias, MEP François Alfonsi.
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Wednesday, 17 July 2013

09:00 Breakfast and Check out of the hotel

09:30 Bus transfer to meeting

10:00 Meeting with Local Authorities, chaired by MEP Costanze Krehl (DE, S&D), on 
cooperation projects in the Mediterranean (MED, ENPI-CBCMED, Retraparc, 
In.Port.O) and Macroregional strategies, especially in the Mediterranean area;

Venue : EXPO Congress Center, Via Porto Romano 1, Olbia 

12:00 Press conference

Venue : EXPO Congress Center, Via Porto Romano 1, Olbia 

12:30 Cocktail  with the municipality of Olbia,

Venue : EXPO Congress Center, Via Porto Romano 1, Olbia 

From 13.00
End of the official program of the Delegation

The last working meeting took place on the morning of July 17th. The thematic focus 
of the meeting was the participation of the islands in projects with relevance to the 
entire Mediterranean, co-financed by MED; ENPI-CBC MED, but also to discuss the 
status and future developments of the macro regional strategies, especially in the 
Mediterranean area. 

The MED programme is a transnational programme of European territorial 
cooperation. It is financed by the European Union as an instrument of its regional 
policy and of its new programming period. It continues the tradition of the European 
programmes for cooperation (previously named Interreg). 

The transnational setup allows the programme to tackle territorial challenges beyond 
national boundaries, such as environmental risk management, international business 
or transport corridors. So far, 144 projects have been programmed, co-funded by the 
European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) up to a rate of 85%. 

With a budget of more than 250M€ (whose 193M€ of ERDF), the Programme will 
launch, until exhaustion of its ERDF envelope, calls for projects to build transnational 
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partnerships aiming at meeting the priority objectives of the Programme in the 
Mediterranean space.

A special Task Force was set up in 2012 whose objective is to prepare the MED 
operational programme for the next period 2014-2020 to be approved by the European 
Commission.

In addition, the participants and the MEPs exchanged their views on the importance of 
further developing the macro regional strategies in the Mediterranean basin. 

The speaker during the meeting were:
 Dr Anna Maria Catte, Dr. Salvatore Masia, Dr. Pirlo, MEP François Alfonsi, Rector 
Atilo Mastino, MEP Constanze Angela Krehl, MEP Giommaria Uggias, MEP Oldřich 
Vlasák
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Concluding remarks

The delegation to the border insular regions of Corsica and Sardinia was a unique 
opportunity to receive first hand input on the impact of the EU's Cohesion policy on 
the territorial, environmental and social challenges that the populations of these 
insular regions are facing. MEPs learned about the implementation process of ongoing 
projects, but also on planned projects of cross-border cooperation at the marine border 
between France and Italy. Members of the delegation could witness the excellent 
quality of the work done in the context of the projects co-financed by the EU 
Cohesion policy. The delegation was also instrumental in the sense that the local 
actors could take account of the dedication of MEPs and their commitment to push for 
a stronger EU support for territorial cooperation projects in the future programming 
period.
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Media Coverage

Links to the Articles:

14/7/2013
Euractiv.it
http://www.euractiv.it/it/news/istituzioni/7453-pe-delegazioni-in-
sardegna-usa-e-danimarca-prima-della-pausa-estiva.html

15/7/2013
EUnews
http://www.eunews.it/2013/07/15/la-commissione-sviluppo-
regionale-del-parlamento-europeo-in-sardegna-e-corsica/8300

La Nuova Sassari

http://lanuovasardegna.gelocal.it/regione/2013/07/15/news/la-
sardegna-non-sfrutta-i-fondi-europei-missione-ue-nell-isola-
1.7424196

martedi 16/7/2013
Nuova Sardegna
http://www.ow25.rassegnestampa.it/ParlamentoEuropeo/PDF/2013
/2013-07-16/2013071625139310.pdf

Nuona Sardegna Nuoro
http://www.ow25.rassegnestampa.it/ParlamentoEuropeo/PDF/2013
/2013-07-16/2013071625140469.pdf

Unione Sarda
http://www.ow25.rassegnestampa.it/ParlamentoEuropeo/PDF/2013
/2013-07-16/2013071625141221.pdf

http://Euractiv.it
http://www.euractiv.it/it/news/istituzioni/7453-pe-delegazioni-in-sardegna-usa-e-danimarca-prima-della-pausa-estiva.html
http://www.euractiv.it/it/news/istituzioni/7453-pe-delegazioni-in-sardegna-usa-e-danimarca-prima-della-pausa-estiva.html
http://www.eunews.it/2013/07/15/la-commissione-sviluppo-regionale-del-parlamento-europeo-in-sardegna-e-corsica/8300
http://www.eunews.it/2013/07/15/la-commissione-sviluppo-regionale-del-parlamento-europeo-in-sardegna-e-corsica/8300
http://lanuovasardegna.gelocal.it/regione/2013/07/15/news/la-sardegna-non-sfrutta-i-fondi-europei-missione-ue-nell-isola-1.7424196
http://lanuovasardegna.gelocal.it/regione/2013/07/15/news/la-sardegna-non-sfrutta-i-fondi-europei-missione-ue-nell-isola-1.7424196
http://lanuovasardegna.gelocal.it/regione/2013/07/15/news/la-sardegna-non-sfrutta-i-fondi-europei-missione-ue-nell-isola-1.7424196
http://www.ow25.rassegnestampa.it/ParlamentoEuropeo/PDF/2013/2013-07-16/2013071625139310.pdf
http://www.ow25.rassegnestampa.it/ParlamentoEuropeo/PDF/2013/2013-07-16/2013071625139310.pdf
http://www.ow25.rassegnestampa.it/ParlamentoEuropeo/PDF/2013/2013-07-16/2013071625140469.pdf
http://www.ow25.rassegnestampa.it/ParlamentoEuropeo/PDF/2013/2013-07-16/2013071625140469.pdf
http://www.ow25.rassegnestampa.it/ParlamentoEuropeo/PDF/2013/2013-07-16/2013071625141221.pdf
http://www.ow25.rassegnestampa.it/ParlamentoEuropeo/PDF/2013/2013-07-16/2013071625141221.pdf
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ANNEXES
LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

MEMBERS Lang.
Spoken

Political 
Group

Tel. Fax
BXL/STR

Office
BXL/STR

Chair of the delegation

Constanze KREHL DE S&D
45134
75134

ASP -
12G258
LOW -
T07013

Iosif MATULA RO EPP
45589
75589

ASP 05F255
LOW T08046

Rosa ESTARÀS FERRAGUT ES EPP
45163
75163

ASP 11E209
LOW T09072

Jouzas IMBRASAS LT EFD
45560
75560

ASP 07H246
WIC M03108

Oldřich VLASÁK CS ECR
45357
75357

WIB 03M113
LOW T13045

TOTAL NUMBER 5

Accompanying MEMBERS Lang.
Spoken

Political 
Group

Tel. Fax
BXL/STR

Office
BXL/STR

Erminia MAZZONI IT EPP
45238
75238

ASP 08F136L
OW T12036

Patrice TIROLIEN FR S&D
45829
75829

ASP 14G254
LOW T08086

Giommaria UGGIAS IT ALDE
45608
75608

ASP 09G317
WIC M02014

François ALFONSI FR Verts/ALE
45130
75130

ASP 08H154
LOW T05084

TOTAL NUMBER 4

http://www.epintranet.ep.parl.union.eu/intranet/ep/content/epdir_search?action=structureComposition&politicalGroup=2966&keepsPoliticalGroup=1&node=2966&withoutType=EXTERNAL
http://www.epintranet.ep.parl.union.eu/intranet/ep/content/epdir_search?action=structureComposition&politicalGroup=2965&keepsPoliticalGroup=1&node=2965&withoutType=EXTERNAL
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(during delegation)
42078/74618
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SDM G04007

Stefan MANEV (Administrator) EN, FR, ES, 
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72816
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TOTAL NUMBER 4

OTHERS

BARRAU Alain : EP Office in France FR 9067

RACTLIFFE Daniel EP Office in Italy IT 9179

Mr. Milo STARA (Technician for 'Valise' 
system) 40720 ASP 02E202

TOTAL NUMBER 3

INTERPRETERS (EN, FR, IT) Main lang.

Mr Philippe DEMAY (Team LEADER) FR 44745 BRU -
ASP 02G310

Ms Dominique DE GEOFFROY FR 44745 BRU -
ASP 02G310

Ms Claire  FERGUSON EN 44745 BRU -
ASP 02G310

Mr Kenneth COLGAN EN 44745 BRU -
ASP 02G310

Ms Benedetta TISSI IT 44745 BRU -
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